New Awards for Braasch at reading. For more information, contact intervention that may help students support from the Spencer Foundation, figure out where there is bias? With when different texts present conflicting School-aged children use the Internet to microscopes, and optical and scanning extensometers, and state-of-the-art servo-hydraulic testing systems Laboratory (FFRL) is equipped with many companies and organizations and his research has been sponsored by Fatemi works with all types of materials world's leading experts on fatigue and Materials...}

monitor aftershocks and has recorded at several temporary seismograph stations to monitoring team? UofM's Center for happen, who do you call? Valuable experience for law students to advising and development within our CHiLD), the Medical-Legal Partnership Children's Health Law Directive (Memphis Children Institute (UCI) are partnering to The University of Memphis and the Urban Pediatric Healthcare organization. For more information, visit work at Church Health, while providing Center. In this new role, Rugless will lead new research Collaborations

brand new avenue for public-private partnerships mark the start of the 2019 calendar. It's an recognized innovators in public health, frontline research in earthquake monitoring and a We're ramping up for another ground-breaking semester that will bring new innovation and
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We make programs where you the hub! 2019 will be another year filled with exciting projects and events to benefit our community. Here are just a few:

- Healthy...Why Therapy Bike
-The by choosing a tour and mode and it’s available in the Health Services building, next to the café, you can enjoy a little exercise while you’re out.

- January 17, 2019
- 3-4 PM
- FIT Zone, MPT, 225

January 25-27
- Global Game Jam 2019
- 8 AM – 5 PM
- FIT Zone, MPT, 225

- Memphis Game Developers VFX Challenge
- 1-3 PM
- FIT Zone, MPT, 225

- January 8
- 7 – 8 PM
- FIT 227

- CommuniTech Grand Opening
- 3 – 5 PM
- FIT Zone, MPT, 225